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Summary of Presentation

− Why do a community survey?
− Common survey types

− Methodologies and features
− Reliability

− Purposes of questions
− Timing of surveys
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Why Do a Community Survey?

− Test “customer satisfaction” with school district in general, the school board, teaching staff or 
even the superintendent (see below!)
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Why Do a Community Survey?

− Test feasibility for an operating, technology or bond referendum
− Evaluate why a recent referendum lost and what needs to change to win
− Evaluate how community members get information about the school district
− Test key messages and language to inform communication planning
− Input for strategic planning goals/road map
− Measure broad indicators of community satisfaction with district
− Evaluate factors affecting open enrollment
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Common Survey Types: Census Survey

− Census Survey
• Data collected from everyone in population
• Advantage:

Ø 100% accurate
Ø Margin of error +/-0%

− Disadvantage 
• Realistic only with small populations or large budget
• Difficult or impossible with large populations
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Common Survey Types: Opt-in

− Opt-in
• Survey made available but does not involve random selection
• Probability of being selected not known
• Surveys delivered online and/or through the mail

Ø Advantages
o Good engagement tool if promoted well with opportunity for greater participation
o Online surveys generally less expensive and time-consuming than random-sample 

surveys
Ø Disadvantages

o Potential for selection bias, which may reduce accuracy of data
o Respondents typically over- or under-sampled based on self-interest in topic
o Parents are often overrepresented in school district surveys
o “In self-selected or opt-in samples, respondents have selected themselves, and this 

means their answers may not be representative of the larger populations.” AAPOR
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Comparing Results: Opt-in Versus Scientific Surveys O
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Comparing Results: Opt-in Versus Scientific Surveys
Alf Landon Versus Franklin D. Roosevelt 1936

− Literary Digest Opt-in Survey
• Sample drawn from magazine’s subscribers, telephone books, & automobile registrations
• Sample size 10 million
• 2.4 million respondents
• Sample skewed toward the wealthy and Republicans
• Opt-in survey predicted a Landon win at 57%

− George Gallup and Elmo Roper scientific, random-sample survey 
• Sample drawn from all citizens
• Sample size 50,000
• Scientific, random-sample survey correctly predicted the Roosevelt landside win at 62%
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Common Survey Types: Scientific Survey

− Scientific or Probability Surveys
• Common types include phone and mailed surveys

Ø Simple
o Every person in population has equal chance of being selected
o No demographic controls

Ø Quota
− Demographic targets with quotas
− Goal is to have the demographics of the sample mirror the demographics of the 

population as a whole
− Sample can provide greater precision than a similarly sized simple random sample

• “The major advantage of probability-based sampling is that we can calculate how well the 
finding from the sample represents the total population” [within the margin of error] AAPOR
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Sample Size and Precision

− Size of sample determines margin of error:
• 200 = approx. +/- 7.0%
• 300 = approx. +/- 5.8%
• 400 = approx. +/- 5.0%
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Overview of Methodology

− Scientific survey with demographic targets most common approach
− Both demographic and predictive databases can be used to establish demographic counts and 

interview targets
− Merged databases allow for broad data analysis of results
− Call center provided with demographic targets for number of interviews (i.e., age, parent status, 

gender, race/ethnicity, region, past voting behavior)
− Average questionnaire of 10 to 15 minutes, typically less than 70 questions
− Interviews conducted by telephone (both landline and cell)
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Open-Ended Probes

− Why include open-ended questions in survey?
• Closed-ended responses may not capture most important issues for many respondents
• Conveys to respondents that their input is welcome and valued in a different way than 

closed-ended questions
− Common examples of open-ended probes

• “Please tell me briefly what you believe is the best thing about the School District”
• “If you could change one thing about the School District, please briefly describe what you 

would change”
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Survey Goal: Achievement Alignment

Purpose & 
Cost

Priorities &
Tax Bite

“Each district has its collective appetite for educational services. The outcome of 
an election is largely a function of whether the community’s collective demand and 
what the school district offers in the form of a ballot are in harmony.”
Salvatore Sclafani (1995)
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Survey timing
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One-Survey Approach

Two-Survey Approach

Aug 2020          Nov 2020          Feb 2021          May 2021           Aug 2021          Nov 2021

Survey Timing
Initial Survey Tracking Survey Election Day

Anticipate 6 – 8 weeks from approval of the questionnaire to completed project



Summary

− Key reasons to conduct a community survey
• Test feasibility of an operating, technology or bond referendum
• Measure overall satisfaction with the District over a broad range of residents
• Guide planning and decision-making
• Evaluate open enrollment decisions

− Best practice seeks to match methodology with needs of District
• Opt-in, non-probability survey for broader engagement
• Scientific, random-sample survey for more precise measure of perspectives before 

high-stakes decisions
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